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1. INTRODUCTION 
In his classic paper [I] of 1965, Zadeh introduced the notion of fuzzy sets and 
fuzzy set operations. Subsequently, Chang [2], Wong [3], Lowen [4] and others 
applied some basic concepts from general topology to fuzzy sets and developed a 
theory of fuzzy topological spaces. In an analogous application with groups, 
Rosenfeld [5] formulated the elements of a theory of fuzzy groups. In the present 
paper, we bring together the structure of a fuzzy topological space and that of a 
fuzzy group to form a combined structure, that of a fuzzy topological group. 
Homomorphic images and inverse images, quotients and products of fuzzy 
topological groups are also briefly examined. Notation for fuzzy sets follows that 
of Zadeh [l]. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let X be a set and I the unit interval [0, 11. A fuzzy set A in X is characterized 
by a membership function pA which associates with each point x E X its “grade 
of membership” p,,(x) E I. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let A and B be fuzzy sets in -Y. Then: 
A = 23 oPA(x) = IL&) for all x E X; 
A C B *TV&) d CL&) for all x E X; 
C = A u B * P&) = max{tL,(x), CL&)) for all x E X; 
D=AnB - CL&) = m%44, ~d4j for all x E X. 
More generally, for a family of fuzzy sets JZJ’ = (8,j j E J}, the union, C = 
IJlsJ Aj , and the intersection, D = n,,, Aj , are defined by 
PC(X) = sup 3EJ PA,W x E x, 
144 = inf CL&>, XEX. 
iOJ 
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We denote by k, the fuzzy set in X with membership function J.$x) = c for all 
x E X. The fuzzy set 12, corresponds to the set X and the fuzzy set k, to the 
empty set 0. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let f be a mapping from a set X to a set Y. Let B be a 
fuzzy set in Y, with membership function pB . Then the inverse image of B, 
written f-l[B], is the fuzzy set in X with membership function defined by 
Pj-1[&4 = PJf (4) for all x E X. 
Conversely, let A be a fuzzy set in X, with membership function pA . Then the 
image of A, written f [A], is the fuzzy set in Y with membership function defined 
bY 
/%41(Y) = sup k&) if f-l(y) is nonempty, 
zef-l(f/) 
= 0 otherwise, 
for all y E Y, where f-l(y) = {x 1 f(x) = y}. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let f be a map&g from a set X to a set Y, and let (A,), 
j E J, be a family of fuzzy sets in X and (B,}, j E J, a family of fuzzy sets in Y. 
Then: 
(9 f -XJieJ 41 = UM~-YBA 
(ii) f-Yhs~ &I = hf -WI7 
(iii) f [UieJ 4 = UeJf L%l, 
(iv> f Rb 41 C f&f L%l. 
Proof. (i), (ii), and (iii) follow immediately from the definitions. 
(iv) The membership function off [njeJ A$] is given by 
P~[~,~~A~I(Y) = sup infk4j4 G inf SUP PA@) 
~-af-~(y) ~EJ jG.7 zsf-l(lr) 
for ally E Y; hence the assertion. a 
3. FUZZY TOPOLOGICAL SPACES AND SUBSPACES 
The following definition of a fuzzy topological space is due to Lowen [4]. 
DEFINITION 3.1. A fuzzy topology on a set X is a family F of fuzzy sets in X 
which satisfies the following conditions: 
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(i) For all c E 1, k, E .7. 
(ii) IfA,BEr,thenAnBf9. 
(iii) If Aj E 9- for allj E J, then UjEJ Aj s y. 
The pair (X, .7) is called a fuzzy topological space, or fts for short, and the 
members of r are called y-open fuzzy sets, or, when there is no risk of con- 
fusion, simply open fuzzy sets. 
In the definition of a fuzzy topology by Chang [2], the condition (i) is just 
(i)’ $ , K, E y. 
The necessity for the inclusion in 9- of all fuzzy sets with constant membership 
functions will become apparent later. 
DEFINITION 3.2. Let A be a fuzzy set in X and r a fuzzy topology on _I’. 
Then the inducedfuzzy topology on A is the family of fuzzy subsets of A which 
are the intersections with A of r-open fuzzy sets in X. The induced fuzzy 
topology is denoted by 9-A , and the pair (A, rA) is called a fuzzy subspace of 
(S, 9-T). 
?Jote that the induced fuzzy topology does not in general satisfy condition (i) 
of Definition 3.1. Condition (ii), however, is satisfied, and so is condition (iii). 
Thus, if Ui E yA for all j E J, then there exist 11, E r-, j E J, such that Ui -= 
ljj n A for each j E J. The union U’ = UleJ Ui =: UjeJ ( CT7 n A) has member- 
ship function pU’ , given by 
for all x E X. Hence U’ = (lJjeJ Uj) n A and is therefore in .TA . 
DEFINITION 3.3. Let (X, y), (Y, a) be two fts’s. A mapping f of (X, 5) 
into (I’, %) f y is uzz continuous iff for each open fuzzy set V in % the inverse 
image f -r[V] is in 7. Conversely, f is fuzzy open iff for each open fuzzy set Z’ 
in r, the imagef[U] is in %. 
If (A4, SQ, (B, eB) are fuzzy subspaces of fts’s (X, Y), (1; 9) respectively, 
and f is a mapping of (X, 9) into (I’, %), then we say that f is a mapping of 
(A, FA) into (B, eB) if f[A] C B. 
DEFINITION 3.3’. Let (a4, ZQ, (B, as) be fuzzy subspaces of fts’s (S, 3), 
(I’, ‘)/) respectively. Then a mapping f of (A, ZQ into (B, SB) is reZativeZy fuzz? 
continuous iff for each open fuzzy set I” in %s , the intersection f-‘[V’] n A 
is in Jr* . Conversely, ,f is relatively fuzzy open iff for each open fuzzy set U’ in 
cyA, the image f [U’] is in “2s . 
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PROPOSITION 3.1. Let (A, .‘Q, (B, %J be fuzzy subspaces of fts’s (X, Y), 
(Y, %) respectively, and let f be a fuzzy continuous mapping of (X, 3) into (E’, %) 
such that f [A] C B. Then f is a relatively fuzzy continuous mapping of (A, yA) 
into (B, @J. 
Proof. Let V’ be open in aB. Then there exists V E Q?.! such that 
v’ = V n B. The inverse image f -l[ V] is open in 5. Hence, f -l[V’J n A = 
f-l[VJnf-l[B]nA=f-l[VJnAisopeninFA. 1 
A bijective mapping f of a fts (X, 9) into a fts (Y, &).is a fuzzy homeomorphism 
iff it is fuzzy continuous and fuzzy open. A bijective mapping f of a fuzzy sub- 
space (A, 9-J of (X, Y) into a fuzzy subspace (B, ‘%B) of (Y, ‘%) is a relativefuzzy 
homeomwphism iff f [A] = B and f is relatively fuzzy continuous and relatively 
fuzzy open. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let f be a fuzzy continuous (resp. fuzzy open) mapping of a 
fts (X, TJ into a fts (Y, %), and g a fuzzy continuous (resp. fuzzy open) mappi@? 
of (Y, %) into a fts (2, v). Then the composition g 0 f is a fuzzy continuous (resp. 
fuzzy open) mapping of (X, F) into (2, v). 
Proof. Obvious. 
PROPOSITION 3.2’. Let (A, FA), (B, %J, (C, vc) be fuzzy subspaces of fts’s 
(X, F), (Y, %), (2, r) respectively. Let f be a relatively fuzzy continuous (resp. 
relatively fuzzy open) mapping of (A, 9J into (B, eB) and g a relatively fuzzy 
continuous (resp. relatively fuzzy open) mapping of (B, eB) into (C, vc). Then the 
composition g 0 j is a relatively fuzzy continuous (resp. relatively fuzzy open) map- 
ping of (A, &) into (C, 9$). 
Proof. Let W’ be open in Ye. Then g-l[w’] n B is open in %s and 
f -l[g-l[wI] n B] n A is open in FA . But(gof)-l[W]nA=f-l[g-l[W’]n 
B] n A, since j[A] C B, and so g 0 f is relatively fuzzy continuous. The proof in 
the case of relatively fuzzy open mappings is trivial. fl 
DEFINITION 3.4. Let 9 be a fuzzy topology on a set X. A subfamily 9 of 9 
is a base for .F iff each member of F can be expressed as the union of members 
of 8. 
DEFINITION 3.4’. Let F be a fuzzy topology on a set X and FA the induced 
fuzzy topology on a fuzzy subset A of X. A subfamily @ of YA is a base for F, 
iff each member of FA can be expressed as the union of members of B”. 
Note that if B is a base for a fuzzy topology Y on a set X, then 
BA = (77 n A 1 U E 9} is a base for the induced fuzzy topology & on the fuzzy 
subset A. 
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PROPOSITION 3.3. Let f be a mapping from a fts (S, 9) to a fts (I-. q/). Let &? 
be a base for “7r. Then f is fuzzy continuous #for each B in 9 the inverse image 
f-‘[B] is in .F. 
Proof. Straightforward. 
PR0~0sIT10x 3.3’. Let (A, Td), (B, “u,) be fuzzy subspaces of fts’s (S, F), 
(I-, ?/) respectiveb. Let 99’ be a base for @B . Then a mapping f of (;1, &) into 
(B, O//B) is relatively fuzzy continuous ijf for each R’ in 2’ the intersection 
.f-l[B’] n A is in TA . 
Proof. Straightforward. 
DEFINITION 3.5. Given two fuzzy topologies Fr , & on the same set S, 
we say that Fr is jiner that Fa (and that KL is coarser that Fr) if the identity 
mapping of (S, 6) into (.I*, KJ is fuzzy continuous. 
DEFINITION 3.6. Let f be a mapping of a set S into a set I-, and let 4’ be a 
fuzzy topology on E-. The coarsest fuzzy topology F on X for which f is fuzzy 
continuous is called the inverse image under f of +Y. The F-open fuzzv sets in S 
are the inverse images of $-open fuzzy sets in T’. 
DEFIWTION 3.7. Let f be a mapping of a set ,\‘ into a set 1-, and let 3 
be a fuzzy topology on S. The finest fuzzy topology ?Y on I- for which f is fuzzy 
continuous is called the image under f of 9. A fuzzy set C’ in J- is ‘l/-open iff 
.f-~l[C.] is a F-open fuzzy se? in S. 
DEFINITION 3.8. Given a family {(-7i; , 9J>, Jo J, of fts’s, we define their 
product JJ,,== (Xj , 57) to be the fts (S, F), where S = njEJ S, is the usual 
set product and .F is the coarsest topology on X for which the projections p, of 
S onto S, are fuzzy continuous for each j E J. The fuzzy topology .T is called 
the product,fuzzy topology on X, and (S, F) a product fts. 
PROPOSITIOX 3.4. Let {(-Yj , &)I, j E J, be a family of fts’s and (S, .Y) the 
product fts. The product fuzzy topology F on -Y has as a base the set of finite 
intersections of fuzzy sets of the form p,‘[ U,], where CT, E q , i E J. 
Proof. See [3]. 
Let [S,:, j == 1, 2 ,..., n, be a finite family of fuzzy sets and for each 
.;-=I 7 , -,..., n, let A, be a fuzzy set in -Yj . We define the product ,-I --- I-I::, dj 
of the family ld4,}, j = I, 2 ,..., n, as the fuzzy set in S == I-I,“=, -I-, that has 
membership function given by 
P.&-~ ,..., s,) = minb,&A..., CLA,(~,)~, 
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for all (xi ,..., x,) E X. Notice that for eachj = 1,2 ,..., n, pj[A] C A, , since the 
membership function of p,[A] is given by 
= minisup PAJ~A-, PAN,-., sup PA&~> 216x1 %SX, 
G PA,Cxj), 
for all X~ E Xj . 
It follows from the above that if X, has fuzzy topology K ,j = 1, 2,..., n, the 
product fuzzy topology 9 on X has as a base the set of product fuzzy sets of the 
form nrS1 U, , where Uj E 5 , j = I,2 ,..., n. 
PROPOSITION 3.4’. Let {(Xj , K)>, j = 1, 2 ,..., n, be a finite family of fts’s 
and (X, S) the product fts. For each j = 1,2,.. ., n, let A, be a fuzzy set in Xj and 
A the product fuzzy set in X. Then the induced fuzzy topology flA on A has as a 
base the set of product fuzzy sets of the form ny=, lJj , where lJi E (Q,.,, , j = 
1) 2,. . . ) n . 
Proof. In accordance with the preceding remarks, 5 has a base 
L?i?= fiU91UjEz,j=1,.2 ,..., n . 
i j=l I 
A base for FA is therefore given by 
@A= nA]Uj~Fj,j=l,2 ,..., n . 
! 
But (JJL1 Uj) n A = I-I;=, ( Uj n A). The proposition follows with Vi = 
UinA,j=l,2 ,..., n. 1 
By an abuse of notation, we denote the fuzzy subspace (A, yA) by 
ll~=l (Aj 3 (K~A,). 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let {(Xj , Q}, j E J, be a family of fts’s, (X, r-) the product 
fts, and f a mapping of a fts (Y, %) into (X, y). Then f is fuzzy continuous 28 
p, 0 f is fuzzy continuous for each j E J. 
Proof. See [3]. 
COROLLARY. Let ((Xj , q)}, {(Y, , %!j)>, j E J, be two families of fts’s and 
(X, 9), (Y, @) the respective product fts’s. For each j E J, let fj be a mapping of 
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(S, , z) into (Yj , “2,). Then the product mapping f = njEJfj: (x3) -+ (f3(x,)) of 
(-T, F) into (I’, *) is fuzzy continuous tff, is fuzzy continuous for each j E J. 
Proof. The mapping f can be written as N --f (f,(p?(x)), where s == (s,), and 
is therefore fuzzy continuous by Proposition 3.5. 1 
PROPOSITION 3.5’. Let ((-X, , 9J}, j = 1, 2 ,..., n. be a$nite family of fts’s and 
(S, r) the product fts. For each j = I, 2 ,..., n, let A, be a fuzzy set in -1*, and -3 
the product fuzzy set in X. Let (I’, @) b e a fts, B a fuzzy set in I-, and f a mapping 
of the fuzzy subspace (B, “)/8) into the fuzzy subspace (A, .5Q. Then f is relatively 
fuzz? continuous isfpj 0 f is relatively fuzzy continuous for each j :- I, 2,..., n. 
Proof. (t.-) By Proposition 3.1, the fuzzy continuity of pj implies the 
relative fuzzy continuity of pj for each j = 1, 2,..., n. The composition p3 ~8 f 
is therefore relatively fuzzy continuous for each j = 1, 2,..., n. 
(-) Let U’ = c; x ... x Uk , where rj-J E (9JA , j = 1, 2 ,..., II. Bv 
Proposition 3.4’, the set of such V forms a base for 9-d . &ince 
f-‘[u’] n B =f-l[p;l[u;] n . . . n p;‘[ U;]] n B -= h ((p, 0 f)-’ [U;] n B) 
3=1 
is open in u&B , as p, 0 f is relatively fuzzy continuous for each j = 1, 2,..., n, it 
follows from Proposition 3.3’ that f is relatively fuzzy continuous. 1 
COROLLARY. Let ((-‘ij , q)}, {(Y, , ej)}, j = 1, 2 ,..., n, be two finite families 
of fts’s and (X, y), (I-, %?) the respective product fts’s. For each j = 1, 2 ,..., n, 
let -4, be a fuzzy set in -yJ , Bj a fuzzy set in I”j , and fj a mapping of the fuzzy 
subspace (A, , (9JA,) into the fuzzy subspace (B, , (%j)Bg). Let 9 = n,“i, -Jj , B = 
nyC1 Bi be the product fuzzy sets in X, Y respectively. Then the product mapping 
f = &f,: (x1 ,..‘, %J - (fi(%) ,..., fn(xn)) of the fuzzy subspace (A, rA) into 
the fuzzy subspace (B, %rJ is relatively fuzzy continuous if f, is relative~~r fuzzy 
continuous for each j = 1,2 ,..., n. 
Proof. Analogous to the proof of the Corollary to Proposition 3.5. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. Let [(-yj , q)), {(I; , Jkj)j, j L- 1, 2 ,..., n, be tzco finite 
families of fts’s and (-y, r), (Y, %!‘I> the respective product fts’s. For each 
j = I, 2 ,..., n, let fj be a mapping of (Xj , 9J) into (1; , “llj). Then the product 
mapping f = l&f,: (x1 ,..., x,,) -+ (fi(xl) ,..., fn(xn)) of (X, y) into (I-, W) is 
fuzz* 7 2 open if f, is fury open for each j = I, 2 ,..., n. 
Proof. Let U be open in 7. Then there exist open fuzzy sets I-;;,,, E &, 
rn E M, j = I. 2 ,..., n, such that 
u = u fi ujm . 
?nEM 7=1 
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The imagef[UJ of U has membership function pf[al , where, for all y E 1; 
PrldY) = PU msMflrr;~,o,,i(Y) = suP suP &I:=, q,(z) 
ma4 zef-‘(Y) 
= sup min{ sup ~Ulm(zl),..., 
TPCM ZlEPi’(YI) * 
= sup min{CLr,[ul,l(?‘l)t..., P~,w ,I(Y~)~ 
WkEM 
= I1u~,~II~~‘,l(Y~~u,,l)(Y~. 
Thusf[U] = UrneM nyzI (fj[U,,J). Sincefj is fuzzy open for eachj = 1,2,..., n, 
f [U] is open in 9%. 1 
PROPOSITION 3.6’. Let ((Xj , .9J}, {( Yi , aj)>, j = 1,2 ,..., n, be tzoo jkite 
families of fts’s and (X,9), (Y, %) the respective product fts’s. For each 
j=1,2 ,.a-, n, let Aj be a fuzzy set in X, , B, a fuzzy set in Y, , andf;: a mapping 
of the fuzzy subspace (A9 , (K),,) into the fuzzy subspace (Bj , (%3)81). Let A = 
n;=lAj,B=JJ;>,Bib h e t e product fuzzy sets in X, Y respectively. Then the 
product mapping f = nLlfi: (x1 ,..., x,) -+ (fi(xl),..., fn(xn)) of the fuzzy sub- 
space (A, 9J into the fuzzy subspace (B, &e) is relatively fuzzy open ;f fi is 
relatively fuzzy open for each j = 1, 2,..., n. 
Proof. Let u’ be open in rA . By Proposition 3.4’, there exist open fuzzy 
sets Ui~~(~Q,~,rn~M,j=1,2 ,..., n,suchthat 
u’ = u fi vim. 
meM j=l 
As in the proof of Proposition 3.6, it follows that 
f cw = u fi (fs-w)~ me&4 j=l
Sincefj is relatively fuzzy open for each j = 1, 2,..., 71, f [ U’] is open in %B . a 
PROPOSITION 3.7. Let (Xl , <), (X2 , .KJ be fts’s and (X, S) theproduct fts. 
Then for each a, E X, , the mapping i: x2 -+ (al , x2) of (X2 , SJ into (X, S) is 
fuzzy continuous. 
Proof. The constant mapping il: x, +- a, of (X, , ZJ into (X, , FI) is fuzzy 
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continuous, for, if U, is open in Fr , the inverse image ;;‘[C7,] has membership 
function given by 
for all x2 E X2 , where k, is the open fuzzy set in X2 which has constant member- 
ship function with value c = mu,. Since the identity mapping ia: x2 -+ x2 of 
(X2 , Fa) into itself is fuzzy continuous, the mapping i is fuzzy continuous by 
Proposition 3.5. 1 
PROPOSITION 3.7’. Let (Xl , Z$), (X2 , 9J be fts’s and (X, F) the product fts. 
Let -4, , A, be fuzzy sets in Xl , X2 respectively, and A the product fuzzy set in S. 
Then for each a, E Xl such that MA, 3 ~A2(xz) for all x2 E X2 , the mapping 
i: x2 + (al , x2) of the fuzzy subspace (A2 , (F2)A2) into the fuzzy subspace (A, FA) 
is relatively fuzzy continuous. 
Proof. We see that i[AJ CA, since the membership function of i[A,] is 
given by 
PiL4,1(% 3 4 = PA,c%) if Xl = a, , 
=o otherwise, 
and that of A by 
CL.~(X~ ,x2) = minb.4,(.%), CL&& 
3 %4,(x2) 
for all (x1 , a x ) E X. The proof of the relative fuzzy continuity of i is analogous 
to the proof of the fuzzy continuity of i in Proposition 3.7. i 
4. FUZZY GROUPS 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let X be a group and G a fuzzy set in X with membership 
function !L~ . Then G is a fuzzy group in X iff the following conditions are 
satisfied: 
(i) k(xy) 3 minb&), pG( y>j, for all 4 y E s; 
(ii) &x-l) > &x), for all x E X. 
Note that Rosenfeld [5] refers to G as a fuzzy subgroup. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. G is a fuzzy group in ,Y i. 
for all x, ,v E S. 
Proof. See [5]. 
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PROPOSITION 4.2. Let X, Y begroups andf a homomorphism of X into Y. Let G 
be a fuzzy group in Y. Then the inverse image f -l[G] of G is a fuzzy group in X. 
Proof. For all x, y E X, 
cLf-1&r-“) = /%(f @y-l)) = k-(f (x) (f(y))-? 
2 min{kk(f @))? PG(f (Y))) 
For images, we need the following property [5]. A fuzzy set A in X is said to 
have the sup property if, for any subset T C X, there exists to E T such that 
PALA = supter k4(t)* 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let X, Y begroups andf a homomorphism of X into Y. Let G 
be a fuzzy group in X that has the sup property. Then the image f [Gj of G is a fuzzy 
group in Y. 
Proof. Let u, v E Y. If either f -l(u) or f -l(v) is empty, then the inequality 
in Proposition 4.1 is trivially satisfied. Suppose neither f”(u) nor f-‘(v) is 
empty. Ler ra E f -l(u), s, Ef -l(v) be such that 
PC@,) = suP pG@), ~G(%) = suP pG@)* 
tef-‘(u) tof-‘(u) 
Then, 
btGl(Uv-l) = ,,~~;~~~,‘,-l, pGtw) 2 min{~G(rOh ~G(%)) 
= min{fwGl(u)9 k?Lf[GI(v)~~ 1
We say that the membership function & of a fuzzy group G in a group X is 
f-invariant [5] if, f or all x1 , x2 e x2 f (x1) = f (x2) implies &xi) = &x2). 
Clearly, a homomorphic image f [G] of G is then a fuzzy group. 
PROPOSITION 4.4. If G is a fuzzy group in a group X, then pG(x-l) = pG(x) 
and PC(e) > &x) for all x E G, where e is the identity element of G. 
Proof. See [5]. 
Given a fuzzy group G in a group X, let G, denote the set {x 1 pG(x) = pa(e)}. 
It follows that G, is a subgroup of X. For a E X, let pa: x -+ xa and /\,: x -+ ax 
denote, respectively, the right and left translations of X into itself. 
PROPOSITION 4.5. Let G be a fuzzy group in a group X. Then, for all a E G, , 
P&I = API = G. 
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Proof. (Compare [5]). Let a E G, . Then the membership function of p,[G] 
is given by 
f~~,,k&) = p&f+) 3 minhh+), k&X 1 144 
= p&a-'a) 2 min{p&-'), r-lde)l ~d3L.a~') = k,r&), 
for all x E X. The proof for h, is similar. 1 
5. FUZZY TOPOLOGICAL GROUPS 
Suppose G is a fuzzy group in a group S. Let 01 denote the mapping (x, y) -+ “YJ~ 
S x X into X, and /3 the mapping x + ~-1 of S into itself. The image 
a[G :< G] of the product fuzzy set G x G has membership function pti[(;. (;I , 
where 
for all x E X. Hence ol[G x G] C G. By Proposition 4.4, &x) =-y /+(.a~~)~ for all 
x E X. Hence /3[G] C G. Next, note that if S is given a fuzzy topology 3-, 
then G acquires an induced fuzzy topology Fo . By definition, (G, YG) is a 
fuzzy subspace of the fts (X, .Y) and (G, &) :~’ (G, To) a fuzzy subspace of 
the product fts (X, F) x (X, 7). 
DEFINITION 5.1. Let X be a group and Y a fuzzy topology on .Y. Let G be a 
fuzzy group in X and let G be endowed with the induced fuzzy topology z; . 
Then G is a fuzzy topological group in X iff it satisfies the following two con- 
ditions: 
(i) The mapping 01: (x, y) + xy of (G, FG) ,‘\ (G, .&) into (G, &) is 
relatively fuzzy continuous. 
(ii) The mapping 8: x --+ x-l of (G, To) into (G, To) is relatively fuzzy 
continuous. 
A fuzzy group structure and an induced fuzzy topology are said to be compa- 
tible if they satisfy (i) and (ii). 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let X be a group having fuzzy topology .F. A fuzzy group 
G in X is a fuzzy topoZogica1 group 23 the mapping y: (x, y) -+ xy” of (G, &) d: 
(G, FG) into (G, YG) is relatively fuzzy continuous. 
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PYOO~. (a) The mapping (x, y) -+ (x, y-l) of (G, .Q x (G, To) into 
itself is relatively fuzzy continuous by the Corollary to Proposition 3.5’. Hence, 
the composition (x, y) -+ (x, y-l) -+ x3-l is relatively fuzzy continuous. 
(t) By Proposition 4.4, ,~c(e) > &x), for all x E X, and therefore by 
Proposition 3.7’ the canonical injection i: y -+ (e, y) of (G, rc) into (G, &) x 
(G, &) is relatively fuzzy continuous. Hence the composition /3: y -+ (e, y) --+ 
ey-1 is relatively fuzzy continuous. The mapping a: (x, y) ---f xy of (G, .Kc) x 
(G, To) into (G, 9--) is relatively fuzzy continuous since it is the composition 
(x, y) 3 (x, y-l) + x(y-l)-l of relatively fuzzy continuous mappings. m 
If G is a fuzzy topological group in a group X carrying fuzzy topology y, 
then, in general, the translations pa , A, , a E X, are not relatively fuzzy continuous 
mappings of (G, &) into itself. We do, however, have the following special case. 
Recall that G, = {x I am = pc(e)}. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let X be a group having fuzzy topology F, and let G be a 
fuzzy topological group in X. For each a E G, , the translations. pa , A, are relative 
fuzzy homeomorphisms of (G, To) into itself. 
Proof. From Proposition 4.5, we note that pa[G] = G and A,[G] = G, for all 
a E G, . The mapping A, is the composition of the injection i: y -+ (a, y) and the 
mapping CL: (x, y) -+ xy. Since pa(a) > &y) for all y E Y, it follows from 
Proposition 3.7’ that i is a relatively fuzzy continuous mapping of (G, &.) into 
(G, %) x (G S). Th e mapping OL is relatively fuzzy continuous by hypothesis. 
Hence, Aa is relatively fuzzy continuous, and therefore A;’ = A,-.1 also. The 
relative fuzzy continuity of pa and pi1 is shown similarly. 1 
6. HOMOMORPHISMS 
Suppose that X and Y are groups and that f is a homomorphism of X into Y. 
Let Y have fuzzy topology % and let G be a fuzzy topological group in Y. The 
mapping jgives rise to a fuzzy topology F on X, the inverse image under f of a, 
and, by Proposition 4.2, it also gives rise to a fuzzy group in X, the inverse 
image f -l[GJ of G. The following proposition shows that the induced fuzzy 
topology on j-l[Gl and the fuzzy group structure are compatible. 
PROPOSITION 6.1. Given groups X, Y, a homomorphism f of X into Y, and a 
juxxy topology % on Y, let X have fuzzy topology 9, where 9 is the inverse 
image under f of &‘, and let G be a fuzzy topological group in Y. Then the inverse 
image f -l[Gl of G is a fuzzy topological group in X. 
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Proof. We have to show that the mapping ~~‘x: (zcr , xJ ---, x&l of 
(f -l[G], 9&1) x (f-l[G], +I~]) into (f -l[G], &I[~]) is relatively fuzzy 
continuous. Let U’ be an open fuzzy set in the induced fuzzy topology ~Y:-qc] on 
f-l[G]. ?Jote that since f is a fuzzy continuous mapping of (,Y, F) into (I’, %) it 
is, by Proposition 3.1, a relatively fuzzy continuous mapping of (f-l[GJ, .9&l) 
into (G, “//(,). Sate also that there exists an open fuzzy set F’ in “2/, such that 
j-y I -‘I 7 -‘. The membership function of y;‘[ CJ”] is given by: 
CL, ill ( Jr, 7 x*) = /Lo.(xl”;l) = (CL - f ‘[&yi-l) = P,df (%> cf (x*N-‘h 
for all (sr , .Y~) E S x X. By hypothesis, the mapping yr: (yr , yJ -f yry$ of 
(G, %‘(,) (G, i)/(;) into (G, 9/c) . IS relatively fuzzy continuous, and, by the 
Corollary to Proposition 3.5, so is the product mapping f :< f of (f-‘[G], 
Yf-3rcl) ’ (f- l[G], &qcl) into (G, ?iYG) x (G, a,). But, 
PJf(4 (f (x2))-‘) = Pyyl[yrl(f(Xl)‘f (x2)) = P~~xs)-1[1,~llyq(‘21 > X )’
for all (sr , .qJ E X x X. Hence, &I’] n (f-l[G] r: f-‘[G]) :: (f : 
f )-l [dE~“ll n (f WI x f-WI) . IS o P en in the induced fuzzy topology on 
f--YG] \ .f-YG]. 0 
The next proposition shows that for some homomorphic images a similar 
situation holds. 
PROPOSITION 6.2. Given groups X, ET, a homomorphism f of X into 1; and a 
fuzzy topology LF on X, let Y have fuzzy topology 9?‘, whme @ is the image under 
f of Jo-, and let G be a fuzzy topological group in X. If the membership function f~o 
of G is f-kariant, then the image f [G] of G is a fuzzy topologicalgroup in ET 
Proof. In accordance with the remark following Proposition 4.3, f [G] is a 
fuzzy group. We have to show that the mapping yY: (yl , yJ -+ yly;r of 
(f[Gl, ++‘d x (f[Gl, @d into (fP3 “@d . 1s relatively fuzzy continuous. 
Note that f is fuzzy open, for if U E F-, then f [Cr] E JL/, since the inverse image 
.f-l[f[c-]] is the union of open fuzzy sets (Prop. 5.2) and thus open in F. It 
follows that ,f is relatively fuzzy open, since if U’ E Fti , there exists I;’ E .“7 such 
that I“ 1. n G and, by the f-invariance of PC ,f[U’] = ,f[C] n f[c;l E %r[cl . 
By ProposItion 3.6’, the product mapping f x ,f is a relatively fuzzy open map- 
ping of (G, -T(;) x (G, &) into (f[G], @,lcl) =: (f[G], JX/~,~~). 
Let 7.’ he an open fuzzy set in %!j[cl . The membership function of 
(f : f)- I [y,‘[lT’]] is given by 
for all (.x1 , s,) E X i< X, where oryx: (x1 , xJ + xrx;r. But, by hypothesis, yx is a 
relatively fuzzy continuous mapping of (G, YG) x (G, &) into (G, YG), and f 
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is a relatively fuzzy continuous mapping of (G, Fo) into (f[G], ef[ol). Hence, by 
the f-invariance of pc , 
(f x f I-’ hGIV’l n (f PI x f PW = (f x f I-' FW’II n (G x ‘7 
is open in the induced fuzzy topology on G x G. As f x f is relatively fuzzy 
open, 
(f x f 1 (f x f I-’ b#“l n (f El x f Fl>l = Y?V’I n (f PI x f PI) 
is open in the induced fuzzy topology onf[G] x f [GJ. 1 
7. QUOTIENTS AND PRODUCTS 
Given a group X carrying a fuzzy topology F, and G a fuzzy topological 
group in X, let N be a normal subgroup of X, and let 4 be the canonical homo- 
morphism of X onto the quotient group X/N. If the membership function ,.L~ 
of G is constant on N, then pc is $-invariant, and the image $[G] is accordingly 
a fuzzy group in X/N. We call $[G] a quotient fuzzy group and denote it by G/N. 
PROPOSITION 7.1. Let X be a group having fuzzy topology F-, G a fuzzy 
topological group in X and N a normal subgroup of X. Let the quotient group X/N 
be given the fuzzy topology which is the image of F under the canonical homo- 
morphism 4. Then, if the membership function Tao of G is constant on N, the quotient 
fuzzy group GIN is a fuzzy topological group in X/N. 
Proof. Apply Proposition 6.2. 1 
We refer to the above fuzzy topology on the quotient group X/N as the quotient 
fuzzy topology and to G/N as a quot@nt fuzzy topological group. 
PROPOSITION 7.2. Let X, Y be groups, and f a homomorphism of X onto 
Y. Let 9 be a fuzzy topology on X, B a fuzzy topology on Y, and f bofh fu.zzy 
continuous and fuzzy open. Let G be a fuzzy topological group in S such that its 
membership function po is constant on the kernel f -l(e) off. Let the quotient group 
X/f -l(e) have the quotient fuzzy topology. Then: 
(i) The fuzzy groups G/f-l(e) and f [G] are fuzzy topological groups in 
X/f -l(e) and Y respectively. 
(ii) The canonical isomorphismfof X/f -l(e) onto Y is a relative fuzzy homeo- 
morphism of G/f -I(e) onto f [G]. 
Proof. (i) That G/f -l(e) is a fuzzy topological group in X/f -l(e) follows 
immediately from Proposition 7.1. Since f is both fuzzy continuous and fuzzy 
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open, the image under j of r coincides with %!. For, if b? is a fuzzy set in 1. 
such that j-r[T’] is open in 9, j[j-“[VI] = fi r is open in a&‘%, and, conversely, if 
r is open in ?/, then j-r[V] is open in J c. By Proposition 6.2, the image j[G] 
is therefore a fuzzy topological group in P. 
(ii) Let I-’ be an open fuzzy set in the induced fuzzy topology ‘&f[cl on 
j[G], and let (b be the canonical homomorphism of X onto -Y/j-l(e). Then 
j-l[ I-‘] = &i[f-i[T”]] is open in Yc , since j is relatively fuzzy continuous, 
and therefore f-i[ 1 -‘I is open in the induced fuzzy topology on G/j-t(e), since (I, 
is relatively fuzzy open. Conversely, if U’ is an open fuzzy set in the induced 
fuzzy topology on Gifpr(e), then +r[U’] = jpr[j[rT’]] is open in the induced 
fuzzy topolog!- on G, which implies thatf [ U] . 1s 0 p en in q/f)/f[Gl sincej is relatively 
fuzzy open. 1 
1Ye non- briefly discuss products of fuzzy topological groups. Let l-Y,; 1 
j = I, 2,..., II. be a finite family of groups, and S the product group. For each 
jr.1 7 , -,..., n, let X, have fuzzy topology z , and let G, be a fuzzy topological 
group in S, . The product fuzzy set G = nyZ1 G, in S has membership function 
,L~ given hv 
k(4 = minb&l)~. . a PG,,GGX j 
where s = (.vr ,..., x,,). It follows that G is a fuzzy group in S, since, for all 
x, y e -I-. 
p&p) ~= p&g,... , Xny,‘) = min{~EL,t(X1~~;‘),..., ~“o,(q,-~Zl): 
> minbinb&d, ~JY~)~,-., minb.7,(~n), PG,(KX 
= min{min{~ol(xl),..., k,,(XnXr mi~+&h-, k,,(h)31 
= minh(x), PG(T)~. 
We call G the product of the fuzzy groups G, , j == I, 2 ,..., n. 
The product group S has associated with it the product fuzzy topology. The 
next proposition shows that the induced fuzzy topology on G and the product 
fuzzy group structure are compatible. 
PROPOSITION 7.3. Let {-‘i,), j = 1, 2 ,..., n, be a $nite family of groups and, 
for eachj = 1, 2 ,.... n, let & be a fuzzy topology on S, , and G, a fuzzy topological 
group in S, . Let the product group S = n6, X, have the product fuzzy topo[ogs 
9-. Then the product fuzz-v group G = nyCl G, is a fu.zq topological group in .I-. 
Proof. The mapping y: (x, y) -+ q-1 of (G, &) ,< (G, &) into (G, ~9~) may 
be written as the composition of yr: (x, y) = ((xi ,..., x,,), (yl ,..., y,,)) --, 
(hi t Jl),..., (% P Y?J) and ys: ((xl , yl) ,..., (x,~ , yn)) - (sly;l ,..., x,-v;‘). By 
Propositions 3.5 and 3.1, yi is relatively fuzzy continuous, and, by the Corollary 
to Proposition 3.5’, yZ is relatively fuzzy continuous; hence y is relatively fuzzy 
continuous, 1 
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We refer to G = n,“=, Gt as a product fuzzy topological group. The results of 
Propositions 7.1 and 7.3 may be combined to yield the following. 
PROPOSITION 7.4. Let (X,}, j = 1, 2 ,..., n, be a Jinite family of groups and, 
for each j = 1,2,..., n, let q be a fuzzy topology on X, , Nj a normal subgroup of 
JT , and Gi a fuzzy topological group in Xi such that its membership function Tao 
is constant on N, . Let the quotient groups X/N, where N = nrE, N, , and XJNj : 
j = 1, 2,..., n, have the respective quotient fuzzy topologies, and the product groups 
X = nyDl Xj and nyC1 (-YJN,) the respective product fuzzy topologies. Let 
G = l’Jj”=I Gi be the product fuzzy topological group in X. Then the canonical 
isomorphism I of X/N onto n,“=, (X,/N,) . zs a relative fuzzy homeomorphism of the 
quotient fuzzy topological group G/N onto the product fuzzy topological group 
I-I,“=1 (Gj/NA. 
Proof. Let 4 be the canonical homomorphism x -+ [x] of S onto ,\;‘N, and, 
for each j = 1, 2,..., n, let & be the canonical homomorphism xJ + [x,] of X, 
onto X;./Nj . Let nyZl q$ be the product mapping of S onto l’Jj”=r (-XI/IV,). Thus, 
L o 4 = n,“=l 4, . Note that for each [x] E X/N, 
~G,A’([~]) = pGtx) = c”rI;zlG,(xl )*.*T xn) 
= minb&d,. . . , PG,(~)> 
= min{~GIIN1([X1l),..., ~G,IN,([~~I)) 
= cLn:=,(G,IN,)(L([XI)). 
By Propositions 7.1 and 7.3, G/N and nyZl (GJN,) are fuzzy topological 
groups. Let V’ be open in the induced fuzzy topology on nyZ, (GJN,). Then 
I$-’ 0 ‘ -‘[v’] = (r-g,+,)-1 [v’] is open in the induced fuzzy topology on G, 
since, by Propositions 3.5 and 3.1, ny=, C& 1s relatively fuzzy continuous. Thus, 
+“I is open in the induced fuzzy topology on G/N, since C$ is relatively fuzzy 
open. Hence L is relatively fuzzy continuous. Conversely, let c’ be open in the 
induced fuzzy topology on G/N. Then +-‘[U’] is open in the induced fuzzy 
topology on G, and therefore (nb, +9) (#-r[U’]) = ~[u)] is open in the induced 
fuzzy topology on n,“=, (GJN,), since nj”=r qSj is the product of relatively fuzzy 
open mappings and is therefore relatively fuzzy open by Proposition 3.6’. Hence I 
is relatively fuzzy open. 1 
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